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Abstract 
Given the extcnsion E,'F of Galois fields, where F = GF(q) and E = GF(qU), we prove that, 
for any primitive b E F', there exists a primitive element in E which is free over F and 
whose (E, F)-norm is cqual to h. Furthesmore, if (q, i i )  # (3.2), we prove that, for any nonzero 
h E F, therr exists an element in E which is free over F and whose (E.F)-nonn is cqual to h. 
A preliminary investigation of the question of determining whether, in searching for a primitive 
eleinent in E that is frce over F. both the (E.F)-norm and the (E. F)-trace can be prcscribed is 
also made: this is so whenever n>9. @ 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. The problems PFN, FN and PFNT 
To any pair (q, I ? ) ,  where q >  1 is a prime power and rz 2 1 is an integer, there 
corresponds the extension E'F of the Galois fields F = GF(q) and E = GF(qn).  1t is 
well known that the multiplicative group E" of E is cyclic; each generator is called 
a yrirnitice element of E. lt is also a classical result that there exists an F-basis of 
I - I  E of the form {rv,ii . 'f , .  . . . i v L l  ) (for some ,V E E). Such a basis is called a norriiul 
basis oJ E orer F; i v  is called frec irz E orer E ' In completion OE previous work 
of Carlitz [ I ]  and Davenport [5]  it was proved only in 1987, by Lenstra and Schoof 
[10] that there always exists a primitive clement i.v in E which is also free over F, 
i.e., a primitire norr~~ul bnsis ,for E o i ~  F always exists. Equivalently, for every pair 
(q. H ) ,  there exists a monic polynomial / L  =.T" + ,L(„- i.rf'-l + . . . + , ~ l , x  + of degrec 17 
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' In [4] 2nd several other Papers ic is called norrjliil n c c ~  F, but \\.e here prefer the teim ,fi-re. 










